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SACHIN TENDULKAR COMMENTS ON LEVERAGE BOWLING 

MACHINES 

  Contact - +91-9966600014 or +91-9908899800 



RAHUL DRAVID COMMENTS ON LEVERAGE 

BOWLING MACHINES 

  Contact - +91-9966600014 or +91-9908899800 



FEATURES 

 

 Polyurethane concave wheels 

 Bowls Hard Balls 

 150 kmph speed 

 Basic swing, spin  

 Auto feeder ( optional) 

 180 V Ac power  

 

A LOW COST TWO WHEEL BOWLING 

MACHINE FOR BASIC BATTING PRACTICE. 

PRICE – Rs.59,900/- 

  Contact - +91-9966600014 or +91-9908899800 

http://www.cricketbowlingmachine.biz/contactus.html


A COMPUTERIZED  

TWO WHEEL  

CRICKET BOWLING MACHINE 

        PRICE – Rs. 99,900/-  

  Contact - +91-9966600014 or +91-9908899800 
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FEATURES – LEVERAGE WINNER TWO WHEEL CRICKET 

BOWLING MACHINE 

  Contact - +91-9966600014 or +91-9908899800 



POLYURETHANE Concave WHEELS 

New generation Polyurethane Concave sleeve, 

which can withstand heat, sun and humid 

conditions. 

In Leverage Winner Bowling Machine concave 

flanges are designed for most of the kinetic 

energy transfer to the ball.  

Up to 170kmph speed can be achieved without 

harming the ball. 

Life of the SEAM GRIP wheels is long and 

does not get damaged even after 5 to 10 years 

of extensive practice. 

Polyurethane concave wheel 

SEAM GRIP Wheels (Optional) 

SEAM GRIP Polyurethane concave wheels with 

Flexi Buds in Leverage bowling machine is a 

patented feature and it is not available in any other 

bowling machine except Leverage bowling 

machines. 

 

In SEAM GRIP wheels  arrays of flexi buds are laid 

on the wheel which helps in firm gripping of the 

cricket ball . 

 

Moreover due to the flexible nature of the “flexi bud” 

leather cricket ball will not get damaged. 

 

If seam grip wheels are not used in the bowling 

machine, there is a high probability of balls getting 

skid due to less friction on the wheels. Therefore 

each ball may behave in a different way in bowling 

machines without seam grip wheels. 

 

Open wheels are dangerous. Therefore wheels are 

covered by strong and robust fibre head .  

 

Seam Grip wheel with 

Flexi Buds 

TWO WHEEL DESIGN 

Concave polyurethane wheels  

Leverage Winner is a two wheel bowling 

machine with sensor driven concave 

polyurethane wheels. 

  Contact - +91-9966600014 or +91-9908899800 



 

Practice Benefits 

Using Angular box a coach or a player can change line and length of the 

delivery easily.  

 

Change the Line - A coach can change the line by just panning the head in the 

desired direction ( towards off stump / towards leg stump) . 

 

Change the length  - Length of the deliveries can be changed by tilting the 

head in the desired direction ( toward Yorker length or  towards short pitch ). 

 

Create different  angles in deliveries - Angle change feature   helps to rotate 

the head  side ways. So the orientation of wheels can be changed  to create 

different angles. 

If a player wishes to play against a particular angle of delivery away from the 

wicket, the machine can be set to simulate such angles using  angular box. 

 

    Different angle changes in the machine  

Angular Box for line length and angle change 

Angular Box Feature in Leverage bowling machine is designed for easy line, 

length and angle change. Leverage Winner can replicate various angles 

created by a bowler. 

  Contact - +91-9966600014 or +91-9908899800 



Regenerative Breaking System  

 
Regenerative Breaking System (RBS) in Leverage Winner Bowling Machine helps 

in instantaneous change of  the speed of the wheel s. 

 

Changing from one variation to the other takes just a few seconds and a coach or 

player does not need to wait for a long  time. 

 
Moreover RBS also adds to the accuracy of the deliveries because when balls are 

dropped consecutively in the machine, RBS enables  the wheels to gain the 

required rpm immediately. 

Robotic Alignment 
 
The entire machine is manufactured with top quality standards and has robotic 

alignment. This robotic alignment is must for any bowling machine. This feature 

helps in achieving accurate deliveries and provides balance to the machine. 

 

Bowling variations 

Speed – Leverage Winner Bowling Machine can bowl at a speed of 170 kmph. 

 

Swing – Both In Swing and out Swing deliveries can be practiced using 

Leverage Winner bowling machine. 

 

Spin  - Apart from leg spin and off spin Leverage winner can also bowl balls 

like googly, wrong-un etc. 

 

Left arm and Right Arm angles – Angular box  feature allows to create  left 

arm and right arm bowling variations. 

Speed Indicator 
 

The speed of the delivery will be displayed on the machine. The batsman 

and operator will get to know the speed of the ball or the variation. 

Accordingly the increase or decrease of speed can be done. 

  Contact - +91-9966600014 or +91-9908899800 



DIGITAL OPERATIONS 

 

1. Programming Mode 

2. Pre Set Digital Mode 

3. PC Mode 

Digital OPERATIONS in Leverage Winner Bowling Machine come in 

three modes of operation. 

PRE-SET DIGITAL MODE 
 

 Pre Set Digital Mode  has pre 

programmed  bowling variations of 

every type  which come with factory 

settings. 

 

 

 

1. In Swing 

2. Out Swing 

3. Leg Spin 

4. Off Spin 

5. Straight 

PLAYER BENEFITS – A player can practice  10 pre set variations in each bowling 

type categorised from level 1 to level 10  with increasing complexity.  A player can 

choose the desired complex level and groove his shot for the particular variation. 

PROGRAMMING MODE  

 

Using Programming mode option in digital screen  a player or a coach can program  

desired variations on his own. 

 

Speed of the delivery and variation required can be programmed as desired. 

 

Keeping speed constant  one can vary the swing  and vice versa. 

 

PLAYER BENEFITS –  A player may find a particular ball difficult to play in a real 

match. Such a ball can be programmed in Leverage Winner Bowling Machine using 

programming mode. Also a complex wicket taking ball of a bowler can  be created in 

programming mode. 

  Contact - +91-9966600014 or +91-9908899800 



PC MODE (OPTIONAL)  

PC Mode Option in Digital Mode enables a player to  connect machine to laptop 

and operate using CRIPTEX software.  

Connect machine to laptop 

using Criptex software 

CRIPTEX PC Mode software to Operate with Laptop 
 

Designed and developed by LEVERAGE SPORTS Technologies 

 

FEATURES 

 

Thousands of Pre set regular bowling variations like in swing, out swing, leg 

spin and off spin. 

 

Specialty bowling types like googly, doosra etc. 

 

Programming mode to  create own variations. For instance  a wicket taking 

delivery of zaheer khan. 

 

Pitch Simulation feature to replicate any pitch conditions. Create bouncy 

pitch conditions of Australia and Newzeland or  low bounce sub continent 

wickets. 

 

Random Variations to create match feel conditions. 

 

Favorites Option to store desired variations . 

 

History  To view what you have played in previous sessions. 

 

 

  Contact - +91-9966600014 or +91-9908899800 



Price Details 

LEVERAGE  WINNER TWO  WHEEL 

BOWLING MACHINE ( DIGITAL VERSION) 

 

 

 

LEVERAGE WINNER TWO WHEEL 

BOWLING MACHINE  - COMPUTERIZED 

VERSION ( WITH SEAM GRIP WHEELS )  

Rs. 99,900/- 

Rs. 1,29,900/- 

Terms 

 

 

 Vat - 5% 

 100% advance with Purchase Order. 

  

 Packing – 2.5% 

 

 Transportation as applicable 

 

 One year warranty from the date of dispatch. 

 

 

 



CONTACT US 
  

 LEVERAGE SPORTS TECHNOLOGIES 

 Demonstration: 

 No.104,Road No.5, 

 AFOCHS Colony, Vayupuri, 

 Sainikpuri, Hyderabad, 

 Andhra Pradesh-500094, INDIA. 

 91-0-9908899800, 91-0-9966600014         

 leverageappliances@gmail.com 

 leveragesports@gmail.com 

 

 

  Contact - +91-9966600014 or +91-9908899800 

Click here to visit our website 

www.cricketbowlingmachine.com 

Our Supporting Websites 

 

www.cricketbowlingmachine.in 

www.cricketbowlingmachine.biz 

www.bowlingmachine.co.in 

www.bowlingmachineindia.com 

www.bowlingmachine.biz 
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APPRECIATION FROM NATIONAL CRICKET ACADEMY 
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